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ABSTRACT
Collecting domain-specific documents from the Web using 
focused crawlers has been considered one of the most important 
strategies to build digital libraries that serve the scientific 
community. However, because most focused crawlers use local 
search algorithms to traverse the Web space, they could be easily 
trapped within a limited sub-graph of the Web that surrounds the 
starting URLs and build domain-specific collections that are not 
comprehensive and diverse enough to scientists and researchers. 
In this study, we investigated the problems of traditional focused 
crawlers caused by local search algorithms and proposed a new 
crawling approach, meta-search enhanced focused crawling, to 
address the problems. We conducted two user evaluation 
experiments to examine the performance of our proposed 
approach and the results showed that our approach could build 
domain-specific collections with higher quality than traditional 
focused crawling techniques.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]: 
Digital Libraries – collection

General Terms
Design, Experimentation. 

Keywords
Digital libraries, domain-specific collection building, focused 
crawling, meta-search, Web search algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Web, containing more than 3 billion pages, has made 
available a large amount of information and resources that can be 
useful in various scientific research areas, such as papers 
reporting research results and patents describing industrial 

innovation. Collecting domain-specific documents from the Web 
has been considered one of the most important strategies to build 
digital libraries that serve the scientific community. Since late 
1990s, there has been much research on different tools to build 
domain-specific Web collections and currently the most popular 
and widely-used tool is focused crawler [5].  

Focused crawlers are programs designed to selectively retrieve 
Web pages relevant to a specific domain for the use of domain-
specific search engines and digital libraries. Unlike the simple 
crawlers behind most general search engines which collect any 
reachable Web pages in breadth-first order, focused crawlers try 
to “predict” whether or not a target URL is pointing to a relevant 
and high-quality Web page before actually fetching the page. In 
addition, focused crawlers visit URLs in an optimal order such 
that URLs pointing to relevant and high-quality Web pages are 
visited first, and URLs that point to low-quality or irrelevant 
pages are never visited. There has been much research on 
algorithms designed to determine the quality of Web pages. 
However, most focused crawlers use local search algorithms such 
as best- first search to determine the order in which the target 
URLs are visited. 

Scientific digital libraries with collections built by focused 
crawlers can provide search results with high precision and 
greatly alleviate users’ information overload problem [3], a 
problem in which a search employing a general search engine 
such as Google can result in thousands of irrelevant hits. 
However, various scientific fields, such as bioinformatics and 
nanotechnology, have experienced tremendous growth over the 
past several years. Now, a discipline often encompasses a 
diversity of research perspectives and application areas. Such high 
speed and diversity of knowledge creation and information 
generation in scientific domains further complicate the issue of 
collection building. The use of local search algorithms and the 
existence of Web communities [9, 11, 12, 22] often limit the 
scope of focused crawlers within the topics that the starting URLs 
are related to. Thus the collections built by existing focused 
crawling techniques often result in low recall and are not diverse 
enough to serve the scientific society.  

In this research, we studied some major problems in existing 
focused crawler design, especially the problems caused by using 
local Web search algorithms. We also proposed to use a meta-
search enhanced focused crawling techniques to address the above 
problems.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews 
related research on focused crawler techniques and their strengths 
and weaknesses.  Section 3 describes our research questions.  
Section 4 describes our proposed domain-specific collection 
building approach.  In Section 5, we discuss our evaluation 
methodology and present some experimental results.  In Section 6 
we discuss our conclusions and suggest some future directions. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section, we review previous research on the algorithms 
used in focused crawlers, the limitations of focused crawlers, and 
the potential solutions to address these limitations. 

2.1 Algorithms Used in Focused Crawlers 

Focused crawlers rely on two types of algorithms to keep the 
crawling scope within the desired domain. Web analysis 

algorithms are used to judge the relevance and quality of the Web 
pages pointed to by target URLs and Web search algorithms

determine the optimal order in which the target URLs are visited. 

2.1.1 Web Analysis Algorithms 

Many different Web analysis algorithms have been proposed in 
previous studies. In general, they can be categorized into two 
types: content-based Web analysis algorithms and link-based Web 
analysis algorithms. Content-based analysis algorithms analyze 
the actual HTML content of a Web page to obtain relevance 
information about the page itself. For example, key words or 
phrases can be extracted from the body text by using document 
indexing techniques to determine whether the page is relevant to a 
target domain. Web pages also can be compared to Standard

Documents that are already known to be relevant to the target 
domain using the Vector Space Model [20]. The Vector Space 
Model has been used in many existing focused crawlers [1, 14, 
19]. 

Previous studies have shown that the link structure of the Web 
represents a considerable amount of latent human annotation and 
offers some important information for analyzing the relevance 
and quality of Web pages [11]. For example, when there is a 
direct link from page A to page B, it often means that the author of 
page A recommends page B because of its relevant contents. 
Moreover, similarly to Citation Analysis in which frequently cited 
articles are considered to be more important, Web pages with 
more incoming links are often considered to be better than those 
with fewer incoming links. Co-citation is another concept 
borrowed from the citation analysis field that has been used in 
link-based analysis algorithms. Web pages are co-cited when they 
are linked to by the same set of parent Web pages and heavily co-
cited pages are often relevant to the same topic. Co-citation is 
particularly helpful in finding relevant pages in some domains 
where pages with similar contents avoid linking to each other 
(e.g., commercial domains where providers of similar online 
contents are competitors). The most popular link-based Web 
analysis algorithms include PageRank [4] and HITS [12]. 

2.1.2 Web Search Algorithms

Web search algorithms are used in focused crawlers to determine 
an optimal order in which the URLs are visited. Many different 
search algorithms have been tested in focused crawling. Among 
them, Breadth-first Search and Best-first Search are the two most 
popular ones. Some other more advanced search algorithms, such 
as Spreading Activation [6] and Genetic Algorithm [8], also have 
been proposed in Web searching. 

Breadth-first search is one of the simplest search algorithms 
used in Web crawling. It does not utilize heuristics in deciding 
which URL to visit next. All URLs in the current level will be 
visited in the order they are discovered before URLs in the next 
level are visited. Although breadth-first search does not 
differentiate Web pages of different quality or different topics, 
some researchers argued that breadth-first search also could be 
used to build domain-specific collections as long as only pages at 
most a fixed number of links away from the starting URLs or 
starting domains are collected (e.g., [18, 21]). This method 
assumes that pages near the starting URLs have a high chance of 
being relevant. However, after a large number of Web pages are 
fetched, breadth-first search starts to lose its focus and introduces 
a lot of noise into the final collection. Other researchers have tried 
to use breadth-first search and Web analysis algorithms together 
in focused crawling [10]. In their approach, Web pages are first 
fetched in a breadth-first order, and then irrelevant pages are 
filtered from the collection using a Web analysis algorithm. This 
method can avoid adding irrelevant pages into the final collection. 
However, since a lot of irrelevant pages are fetched and processed 
by Web analysis algorithms during the crawling process, this 
method suffers from low efficiency. 

Best-first search is currently the most popular search algorithm 
used in focused crawlers [1, 10, 13, 14, 19]. In best-first search, 
URLs are not simply visited in the order they are discovered; 
instead, some heuristics (usually results from Web analysis 
algorithms) are used to rank the URLs in the crawling queue and 
those that are considered more promising to point to relevant 
pages are visited first. Non-promising URLs are put to the back of 
the queue where they rarely get a chance to be visited. Clearly, 
best-first search has advantages over breadth-first search because 
it “probes” only in directions where relevant pages locate and 
avoids visiting irrelevant pages. However, best-first search also 
has some problems. In [2], it has been pointed out that using best-
first search the crawlers could miss many relevant pages and 
result in low recall of the final collection, because best-first search 
is a Local Search Algorithm. By local search algorithm, we mean 
that best-first search can only traverse the search space by probing 
neighbors of the nodes previously visited.   

In addition to the most popular Web search algorithms, previous 
studies also introduced some more advanced search algorithms 
into the focused crawling domain. Chau and Chen [6] used a 
parallel search algorithm called Spreading Activation Algorithm

in building domain-specific collections. In their algorithm, the 
Web is viewed as a Hopfield Net that is a single-layered, 
weighted neural network. Nodes (Web pages) are visited in 
parallel and activation relevance judgments from different sources 
are combined for each individual node until the relevance scores 
of nodes on the network reach a stable state (convergence). The 
advantage of this search algorithm is that content-based and link-
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based Web analysis algorithms can be effectively combined to 
avoid many shortcomings of using either one of them alone. 
Experiment results showed that crawlers using spreading 
activation algorithm can build domain-specific collections with 
higher precision and recall than crawlers using breadth-first 
search or best-first search algorithms. However, as spreading 
activation algorithm is also a local search algorithm, it shares the 
limitations of other local search algorithms.  

2.2 Limitations of Focused Crawlers 

As reviewed above, most existing focused crawlers use local 
search algorithms in Web searching. While many domain-specific 
search engines and digital libraries have been built by using 
focused crawlers, the problems caused by local search have been 
largely overlooked. 

Local search algorithms are algorithms that traverse the search 
space by visiting the neighbors of previously visited nodes. Using 
such local search algorithms, a focused crawler will miss a 
relevant page if there does not exist a chain of hyperlinks that 
connects one of the starting pages to that relevant page. 
Furthermore, unless the hyperlinks on the chain all point to 
relevant pages, the crawler will give up searching in this direction 
before it reaches the final target. Because of this limitation, 
crawlers using local search algorithms can only find relevant 
pages within a limited sub-graph of the Web that surrounds the 
starting URLs and any relevant pages outside this sub-graph will 
be ignored, a problem usually referred to as being trapped with 

local optimal.

The shortcomings of using local search algorithms become even 
more obvious after recent Web structural studies revealed the 
existence of Web communities [9, 11, 12, 22]. Researchers found 
that Web pages are naturally organized into different groups by 
special hyperlink structures. Inside such groups, called Web 
communities, the member pages are all relevant to the same topic 
of interest. To perform focused crawling is similar to fetching all 
and only those Web pages that belong to relevant Web 
communities. However, researchers have found that three 
structural properties of Web communities make local search 
algorithms not suitable for building collections for scientific 
digital libraries. 

First, instead of directly linking to each other, many pages in the 
same Web community relate to each other through co-citation 
relationships [9, 22]. This is particularly true in the commercial 
domains where competition is involved. For example, major news 
agency Websites all provide similar types of information, but they 
almost never include hyperlinks pointing to each other. In this 
case, focused crawlers could miss some relevant pages even 
though they are in the same relevant Web community as the 
starting URLs. 

Figure 1 illustrates the problem described above. As shown in the 
figure, starting with relevant page, P1, a focused crawler is 
supposed to fetch all the pages in a relevant Web community, C1.
However, because relevant pages P5 and P6 are related to P1

through co-citation relationships only, these two relevant pages, 
and all the relevant pages linked to by them, would be missed by 
the focused crawler. 

Second, Web pages relevant to the same domain could be 
separated into different Web communities by irrelevant pages. 
Through a study of 500,000 Web pages, Bergmark [2] found that 
most pages that are relevant to the same target domain are 
separated from at least 1, to a maximum of 12, irrelevant pages. 
The number of irrelevant pages between two relevant ones 
commonly is 5. Kumar et al. [15, 16] reported that they identified 
more than 100,000 distinct Web communities from a large 
snapshot of the Web, many of them relevant to similar topics. 
Because focused crawlers using local search algorithms will give 
up searching when they encounter irrelevant pages, they will not 
be able to explore relevant Web communities which are separated 
from the initial communities containing the starting URLs. This 
problem is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Third, researchers found that sometimes when there are some 
links between Web pages belonging to two relevant Web 
communities, these links may all point from the pages of one 
community to those of the other, with none of them pointing in 
the reverse direction [22]. For example, consider two Web 
communities, F and T, which are relevant to basketball games. 
Community F contains basketball fan club pages and community 
T contains basketball team official Web pages. Intuitively, pages 
in F will contain links pointing to pages in both F and T.
However, pages in T may only contain links pointing to other 
pages in T, but no links pointing to pages in F. In this case, if the 
starting URL was in F, then relevant pages in T could still be 
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fetched by a focused crawler using local search algorithms. But if 
the starting URL was in T, then relevant pages in F would be 
missed. 

2.3 Potential Solutions 
As most previous focused crawling studies used local search 
algorithms, researchers have suggested several strategies to 
alleviate the problems of local search.  

One of the simplest strategies is to use more starting URLs. The 
assumption is that the more starting URLs one uses in the 
crawling process, the more comprehensive the final collection 
will be. However, composing a list of high-quality starting URLs 
is an expensive and time-consuming task. Also, considering the 
tremendous size of the Web, the effect of increasing the number 
of starting URLs could be very limited.  

Bergmark [2] proposed to use Tunneling technique to address the 
problems of local search. Tunneling is a heuristic-based method 
that solves simple global optimization problem. In the focused 
crawling scenario, a focused crawler using Tunneling will not 
give up probing a direction immediately after it encounters an 
irrelevant page. Instead, it continues searching in that direction for 
a pre-set number of steps. This allows the focused crawler to 
travel from one relevant Web community to another when the gap 
(number of irrelevant pages) between them is within a limit. 
Experiment results showed that focused crawlers using Tunneling 
can find more relevant pages than those without Tunneling. 
However, this method cannot completely solve the problem as it 
does not change the local search nature of focused crawling. 
Furthermore, Tunneling may introduce noise into the collection 
and lower efficiency by forcing the crawler to visit irrelevant 
pages.

Outside the focused crawling domain, some research has provided 
insights into addressing the problems caused by local search. In 
their famous study on the size of the Web, Lawrence and Giles 
[17] found that the overlap between the search indexes of major 
search engines is actually very small and the combined top results 
from multiple search engines have high coverage over the Web. 
They suggested that anyone seeking comprehensive and diverse 
information about a topic should meta-search multiple search 
engines and get the combined top results. Although it has not 
been tested in building domain-specific collections, we believe 
that meta-searching multiple search engines could be integrated 
into focused crawling as a potential solution to the problems 
caused by local search. 

3. RESEARCH QUESTION 
As mentioned above, most existing focused crawling techniques 
have difficulty building comprehensive domain-specific 
collections for scientific digital libraries because they adopted 
local search algorithms such as best-first search. Several methods 
have been suggested to alleviate the problem of local search to 
some extent, but they have not fully addressed the problem. A 
promising algorithm to address the problem, meta-search, has not 
been used in focused crawlers before. Thus, in this study, we pose 
the following research question: How can meta-search be used in 
focused crawling to build domain-specific collections for 
scientific digital libraries with higher quality, in terms of 
precision and recall, when compared with traditional crawling 
techniques? 

The remainder of the paper presents our work in studying this 
question.

4. PROPOSED APPROACH 
To build collections for scientific digital libraries with both high 
precision and high recall, we propose to use a meta-search 
enhanced focused crawling approach to address the problems of 
traditional focused crawling.

Figure 3 illustrates the idea of the meta-search enhanced focused 
crawling method. Similarly to traditional focused crawlers, our 
crawler starts with a set of starting URLs and fetches relevant 
pages back based on the content- and link-based analysis results. 
Outgoing links in the relevant pages are extracted and put into the 
URL queue. At the same time, a meta-searching component keeps 
drawing queries from a domain-specific lexicon, retrieving 
diverse and relevant URLs by querying multiple search engines, 
and combining their top results. Given the fact that the search 
indexes of different major search engines have little overlap and 
their combination covers a very large portion of the Web, it is 
highly likely that the meta-search component retrieves diverse 
URLs from many different relevant Web communities. These 
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diverse URLs are then added into the URL queue such that new 
communities on the Web could be explored by the crawler. 
Furthermore, as major search engines often include highly co-
cited URLs in their search results [4], the meta-searching can 
make the exploration of individual relevant communities more 
comprehensive by adding those co-cited URLs into the collection. 
This combination of meta-searching and focused crawling 
provides both diversity and relevance for our collection. 

Compared to a previously suggested approach which used more 
starting URLs, the proposed meta-search enhanced approach has 
advantages. In the proposed approach, only a list of domain-
specific queries is required; this is much easier to compose than a 
list of high-quality starting URLs. Furthermore, the list of 
domain-specific queries can be updated by adding frequently used 
queries found in the domain-specific search engine’s search log. 
This will not only make the collection building process easier but 
also allow the final collection to address the users’ information 
needs more effectively.  

The proposed approach also shows advantages over the Tunneling 
technique. Tunneling technique extends the reach of focused 
crawlers without changing their local search nature. Tunneling 
also introduces noise into the collection by forcing the focused 
crawlers to visit irrelevant pages. By retrieving and combining 
diverse URLs from multiple search engines, the meta-searching 
allows the proposed crawler to find new relevant Web 
communities without any distance limit and does not introduce 
noise into the collection. 

5. EVALUATION 
In order to examine the performance of our proposed crawling 
approach, it was implemented as the backend crawler of a 
Nanoscale Science and Engineering (NSE) domain-specific Web 
portal called NanoPort [7]. The speed and scope of NSE 
development make it urgent for researchers to get timely and 
high-quality NSE-related information from a domain-specific 
digital library. The NSE domain also encompasses a diversity of 
research perspectives and application areas such as nanoscale 
physics, nanoscale medicine, and nanoscale electronics, which 
makes comprehensiveness a very important issue in building such 
a NSE domain-specific digital library. It is thus an ideal domain 
for testing our proposed meta-search enhanced crawling approach. 

Two user evaluation experiments were conducted to evaluate and 
compare our approach to other existing approaches. In the first 
experiment, we asked domain experts to judge and compare the 
precision of the search results from NanoPort to those from two 
other commercial search engines: Google and NanoSpot 
(www.nanospot.org). To gain further insights into how the meta-
search enhancement could help a focused crawler improve the 
collection quality, we conducted a second user evaluation 
experiment in which we built a collection for NanoPort by using 
traditional focused crawlers and compared the results from this 
collection to those from the collection built by the meta-search 
enhanced focused crawler.  

Based on our research questions, we aimed to test the following 
hypotheses: 

H1: When compared to Google and NanoSpot, the retrieval 
results from NanoPort are of higher precision. 
H2: When compared to the collection built by a traditional 
focused crawler, the retrieval results from the collection built 

by a meta-search enhanced focused crawler are of higher 
precision.

5.1 User Evaluation Experiment 1 

5.1.1 Experiment Design 
In our first user evaluation experiment, we let domain experts  
judge and compare the search results from NanoPort to those from 
two benchmark systems: Google and NanoSpot. We chose these 
two benchmark systems because Google is currently known as the 
best general search engine and NanoSpot is currently one of the 
best NSE domain-specific search engines. The collection of 
NanoPort was built by a meta-search enhanced focused crawler 
with 137 expert-selected starting URLs and 387 expert-defined 
NES-related queries. The final collection contains 996,028 pages 
and about 1/3 of the pages were obtained through meta-search. 
Three senior Ph.D. students with NSE-related training were 
recruited as our domain experts and they provided 22 NSE-related 
queries of interest to them. The top 20 results for these 22 queries 
were retrieved from NanoPort and the other two benchmark 
systems. Then experts were asked to judge whether or not the 
result pages were relevant to the queries. Then the major measure 
used to compare the three systems was defined as: 

Precision = 
pagesresultofnumberTotal

resultsin thepagesrelevantofnumberTotal

5.1.2 Experimental Results 
The results on precision are summarized in Table 1. The 
NanoPort system had a precision of 50.23%, compared with 
42.73% and 36.36% obtained by Google and NanoSpot 
respectively. 

Table 1. Results of the First User Evaluation Experiment 

# of relevant 

results 

Total # of 

results 

Precision 

NanoPort 221 50.23% 

Google 188 42.73% 

NanoSpot 160

440

36.36%

The t-test results showed that the NanoPort system achieved a 
significantly higher precision than both Google and NanoSpot (p-
values are 0.036 and 0.019 respectively) and H1 was supported. 
While Google achieved a higher precision than NanoSpot in the 
experiment, the difference was not significant (p-value = 0.11). 

5.2 User Evaluation Experiment 2 

5.2.1 Experiment Design 
To gain further insights into how the meta-search could help the 
crawlers improve the quality of the collection, we conducted a 
second user evaluation experiment to directly compare the meta-
search enhanced focused crawler to a traditional focused crawler. 
We disabled the meta-search component in our crawler such that 
it would behave exactly like a traditional focused crawler. Then 
this focused crawler was used to build a new collection for 
NanoPort using the same set of 137 starting URLs as those used 
in experiment 1. This new collection contains 997,632 pages, 
roughly the same size as the one built by the meta-search 
enhanced crawler. Two senior Ph.D. candidates with NSE-related 
training were recruited as our domain experts and each of them 
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provided 5 NSE-related queries of interest to them. The top 10 
results for these 10 queries were retrieved from the two 
collections using the same retrieval procedure. Then the experts 
were asked to give each of the result pages a relevance assessment 
score in the range of 1 to 4, where 4 meant most relevant. Then 
the average relevance scores of the results from the collections 
were compared. 

5.2.2 Experimental Results 
The results from the collection built by the meta-search enhanced 
focused crawler achieved an average relevance score of 2.77, 
significantly higher than the score of 2.51 obtained by the results 
from the collection built by the crawler without meta-search and 
H2 was supported (p-value < 0.00001).  Furthermore, among the 
total 100 results from the collection built by the meta-search 
enhanced crawler, 26 were obtained through meta-search and 
these achieved significantly higher relevance scores (average 
3.22) than the rest of the results did (average 2.61) (p-value = 
0.000103). In general, the results of the user evaluation suggest 
that meta-search helped improve the quality of the collection. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

DIRECTIONS
As scientific research domains and the Web are fast evolving, it is 
difficult to build Web collections with both high precision and 
high diversity by using traditional focused crawlers. In this 
research, we proposed a new domain-specific collection building 
approach, the meta-search enhanced focused crawling, to address 
the limitations of traditional approaches.  We also conducted two 
experiments to evaluate our proposed approach and got some 
encouraging results. Our first experiment showed that an NSE 
domain-specific Web portal built by the proposed approach, 
NanoPort could provide results with higher precision than 
benchmarking search engines Google and NanoSpot. 
Furthermore, our second experiment showed the meta-search 
component could help crawlers improve the quality of the 
collections.  

Our future work will be carried out in several directions. First, we 
plan to conduct more experiments in different scientific domains 
to further validate our approach. We will also investigate other 
measures that can be used to represent the comprehensiveness of 
Web collections to make our experiments more meaningful. We 
will also explore other potential solutions to address the 
limitations of focused crawling such as integrating global search 
algorithms into focused crawlers. 
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